Position Statement on Breed-Specific Legislation

The American Veterinary Society of Animal Behavior (AVSAB) is concerned about the propensity of various communities’ reliance on breed-specific legislation as a tool to decrease the risk and incidence of dog bites to humans.

The AVSAB’s position is that such legislation—often called breed-specific legislation (BSL)—is ineffective, and can lead to a false sense of community safety as well as welfare concerns for dogs identified (often incorrectly) as belonging to specific breeds.

The importance of the reduction of dog bites is critical; however, the AVSAB’s view is that matching pet dogs to appropriate households, adequate early socialization and appropriate training, and owner and community education are most effective in preventing dog bites. Therefore, the AVSAB does support appropriate legislation regarding dangerous dogs, provided that it is education based and not breed specific.

Facts About Dog Bites

According to the 2013-2014 American Pet Product Association National Pet Owners Survey, there are an estimated 83.3 million dogs in America and estimated 56.7 million households with at least one dog.1 Dog bite data varies greatly; not all bites are reported, and those reported aren’t always documented into databases.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention indicates that between 2001-2003 there were over 4.5 million dog bites annually in the U.S. Nearly one of five bite victims requires medical attention.2 Dog bites accounted for an average of 311,000 emergency room visits per year between 2006-2008 in the U.S. (most involving children); however, only 2.3% required hospitalization.3

Dog bite fatalities are very rare; between 1999-2006, there was an average of 27 fatal dog attacks per year in the U.S., which is approximately three fatal bites/10 million dogs/year.4 It is widely accepted that every effort must be made to reduce these numbers, and one of the most common proposals to reduce the number of dog bite related injuries is breed-specific legislation.

What is Breed-Specific Legislation?

Breed-specific legislation refers to public policies or legal statutes that control, limit or prevent ownership of specific dog breeds or mixes. Breeds listed as “dangerous” in this type of legislation commonly include pit bull-type dogs (dogs with a “pit bull look”) as well as the purebred American Pit Bull Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier, Staffordshire Bull Terrier and Bull Terrier. Often other breeds are included in BSL, including the Rottweiler, Doberman Pinscher, Bullmastiff, Mastiff, Akita and German Shepherd Dog.5-8

Breed-specific legislation may ban ownership of targeted breeds all together, or dogs suggested as being a certain breed, or a mix of specific breeds. BSL may also mandate specific restrictions for breeds or mixes, such as requiring owners to spay or neuter their dogs, muzzle their dogs in public and/or carry extra liability insurance. Breed-specific legislation does not take current or historical behavior into account, or genetics, so dogs simply profiled as one of the targeted breeds (accurately or not) classifies that dog as “dangerous.”

Calls for BSL increased in response to a perceived increase in the number and severity of dog bites in the 1970s, particularly from dogs identified as pit bulls. Popular culture spreads images of dangerous pit bull-type dogs, and this perpetuates fears and many inaccuracies, such as the often repeated fallacy that such dogs have “locking jaws.”

These fears contributed to motivating public officials in many countries to take action. Many American municipalities have enacted breed restrictions or bans, including Boston; Denver, Kansas City, MO; and Miami-Dade County, FL. Similar legislation was implemented across the entire province of Ontario and the city of Winnipeg in Canada, as well as in countries including Brazil, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Israel, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and the United Kingdom.

What Breeds Bite?

Any dog may bite, regardless of the dog’s size or sex, or reported breed or mix of breeds. Twenty breeds and mixes were identified as being involved in 256 fatal attacks in the U.S. Between 2000-20099 Denenberg, et al. (2005) surveyed three veterinary behavior referral centers in the U.S., Canada and Australia, finding that Jack Russell Terriers, Labrador Retrievers and Golden Retrievers were the breeds most commonly referred for aggression.10

A study of dog breeds involved in fatal attacks in the U.S. between 1979-1998 revealed 31 breeds or mixes were responsible for 238 attacks.11 Over half of these incidents were reported to involve pit bull-type dogs and Rottweilers; however, breed identifications were usually based upon media reports and therefore could not always be substantiated. The 29 other breeds responsible for deaths included the American Cocker Spaniel, Boxer, Chesapeake Bay Retriever, West Highland White Terrier, and other breeds with reputations as family-friendly pets.11

An examination of stringent, state-regulated compulsory temperament tests administered in Lower Saxony, Germany, found that 95% of the population of 415 dogs of “dangerous breeds” reacted appropriately to test situations.8,12 When “friendly breeds” were tested, their scores were similar, exposing the fallacy that targeted breeds presumed to be dangerous were, in fact, no
Breed Misidentification

The AVMA reported in 2012 that approximately 46% of dogs in the U.S. were mixed breed.14 While there are purebred “bully breeds,” (such as the American Pit Bull Terrier, American Staffordshire Terrier, etc.) most dogs referred to as “pit bulls” are merely individuals with a common general phenotype (or appearance). Thus, an additional concern regarding BSL involves accurately identifying breeds or mixes that presumably fall under the restrictions. Visual identification is not reliable. Presumed breed identification is often made by neighbors, public officials, law enforcement, reporters, etc.—not necessarily by people who work with animals—and even those professionals may not know.

Modern DNA testing has proven what Scott and Fuller first demonstrated in 1965—that mixed breed dogs might not look like either parent dog. In a classic experiment breeding Basenjis with English Cocker Spaniels, not all of the first or second generation offspring resembled either of the parent breeds.15 In fact, those offspring were often identified by “experts” as altogether different breeds, including Beagle mixes or Golden Retriever mixes.

A study published in the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association illustrated the difficulties in identifying the breeds accurately. Under BSL, dogs that resemble pit bulls or pit bull mixes are frequently confiscated and/or euthanized by authorities, even if they have never exhibited aggression. Since no scientific proof is required to establish breeds and inaccurate reporting of alleged breed has such great repercussions, it is now recommended that veterinarians and shelters refrain from trying to identify breeds visually.16

Today, we know that only about 1% of the canine genome appears to be responsible for the great physical variation apparent among dog breeds.17,18 In other words, a dog’s physical appearance (phenotype) does not necessarily correspond with genetic composition (genotype). As Voith, et al. (2013) state, “A dog could genetically be 50 percent German Shepherd Dog and lack the genomic regions responsible for the German Shepherd Dog size, coat color, muzzle length and ear properties.”19

Dog DNA tests reveal that even professionals experienced at identifying dog breeds (veterinarians, dog trainers, breeders, animal control officials, shelter workers, etc.) are unable to reliably identify breeds visually.20,21 These professionals are the ones who are often responsible for making breed identifications, which are recorded into veterinary reports, pet adoption papers, bite reports, etc. A study published in 2009 proved that visual ID was usually inaccurate compared to canine genetic testing.22 The breed identification assigned at adoption was compared to DNA test results for those dogs, and not surprisingly the visual ID matched the predominant breed proven in DNA analysis in only 25% of the dogs.20 Follow-up studies confirm that visual breed identification is highly inconsistent and inaccurate.19

Why Do Dogs Bite?

Aggression is a context-dependent behavior and is associated with many different motivations (i.e., defensive, learned, fearful or territorial). Most dogs that show aggression do so to eliminate a perceived threat, either to their safety or to the possession of a resource. In other words, most aggression is fear-based. Whether dogs use aggression appropriately is influenced by a large number of factors, including early environment, genetics, learning, physical health and mental health.21,22

Once any dog practices aggression, the behavior often continues. As a result, people or other dogs (the perceived threat) back off, and therefore the behavior is reinforced.

The primary goals for behavior management of aggressive dogs are safety and eliminating the triggers of aggression.21,22 Identifying these triggers and the needs of the individual dog, a veterinary exam (to rule out a contributing medical explanation), and receiving qualified professional behavioral advice are far more relevant to treating aggression than breed identification.

An appropriate understanding of canine signaling, or body language, can help both owners and potential victims predict the immediate intention of a dog and take action to prevent a bite.23 Responsible breeding and puppy-raising play an important role in preventing aggressive behaviors, irrespective of breed or mix. Appropriate socialization and managing early onset of fears in young puppies can minimize the risk for future undesired behaviors and fears.24

(For more information see the AVSAB position statement on socialization.)

Family dogs develop positive associations with humans through daily interactions, socialization and training. Dogs restricted from such interactions may be termed “resident dogs.” Resident dogs have an owner, but spend most of their lives isolated, even abused by modern American standards. These dogs may be fenced or chained away from people and normal interactions, or simply ignored and don’t benefit from early training.2 As a result, resident dogs may be more likely to express aggression and also perhaps other anxieties since fear of people, fear of other animals and fear of novel situations are among the most common explanations for aggression in dogs. Furthermore, aversive training methods including verbal reprimands, physical abuse, and shock collars are associated with an increase in aggressive behavior, especially toward the owner.25 (Consult the AVSAB position statement on punishment for more information.)

Resident dogs are more likely to be mismanaged or neglected than family pets; taken together, these conditions predispose resident dogs to be more territorial and protective of their environments.6 Not surprisingly, 76.2% of dog bite related fatalities in the U.S. between 2000-2009 involved dogs defined as resident dogs. Male dogs were most likely (87.5%) to be involved in fatal attacks, and 84.4% were not neutered. It is important to note that intact males are not inherently more aggressive, but instead more likely to roam. The breed of these resident dogs was reliably assigned in only 45 of 256 cases (17.6%); 20 breeds and two mixes were identified.9
Breed-specific legislation effectiveness is also under scrutiny in the United States. Denver enacted BSL in 1989. Denver has since experienced a higher rate of hospitalizations as a result of dog bite related injuries than breed-neutral Boulder, CO.6 In May 2012, the state of Ohio passed legislation removing pit bulls from its definition of vicious dogs, and made other changes to put the focus on dangerous dogs (irrespective of breed or mix) and responsible ownership.32

**What Does Work? Effective Ways to Reduce the Incidence of Aggression**

Responsible dog ownership and public education must be a primary focus of any dog bite prevention policy. The AVMA Guidelines for Responsible Pet Ownership include licensing, training, socializing, spaying/neutering, and providing appropriate homes and veterinary care for pets.53 In Chicago, a Task Force on Companion Animals and Public Safety was devised to guide public officials regarding responsible ownership, animal control, and reducing dog attacks on people.34 The Task Force concluded that “responsible ownership is the key to reducing canine aggression.” After implementing an education program, the state of Nevada was able to reduce the incidence of dog bites by approximately 15%.35

The city of Calgary (Alberta, Canada) has a “Responsible Pet Ownership Bylaw” requirement for pet licensing, and stiff fines are levied for bylaw infractions.36 As a result, approximately 90% of dogs were licensed as of 2010, far outnumbering most cities in North America.28,35,37 Revenue from licensing and fines funds the Animal Services Department and its extensive dog safety public awareness and education programs.38 Between 1985 and 2012 the city of Calgary experienced over 50% reduction in the dog aggression reporting rate.39 The “Calgary Model” is being adopted in other communities as a solution that can actually make a difference—individual dogs may be designated as dangerous based upon proven behavior, instead of profiling specific breeds or mixes.

Reaching young people in Calgary (and elsewhere) has proven to decrease dog bites; just an hour of dog safety training in second and third grades can reduce these attacks by 80%.30

Dog bites are a community concern and thus, to some extent, a community responsibility. In many instances, community members are aware that an individual dog is potentially dangerous, but officials have not responded to complaints, or residents are too intimidated by problem dogs and their owners to complain. When a certain breed becomes popular, the increased demand leads to inappropriate breeding practices, which can manifest in health and behavior problems. Thus, all who are involved in owning, breeding, raising, training, and treating (both medical and behavioral problems) dogs should support responsible ownership and public education, leading to a safer environment for both people and dogs.

The American Veterinary Society of Animal Behavior invites you to share this position statement on breed-specific legislation to discount common fallacies of “easy fixes” that are often based on myths, and instead promote awareness that will reduce the prevalence of aggression toward people and promote better care, understanding, and welfare of our canine companions.